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About Palgrave Connect
Functionality and key benefi ts for you and your library users

Utilizing the world-renowned Nature Publishing Group platform, Palgrave Connect offers a state-of-the-art 
ebook collection in the Humanities, the Social Sciences and Business, alongside two classic reference archives.

With over 6000 ebooks already available, Palgrave Connect brings together our rich backlist and new titles 
to offer your library exceptional range and quality of research in digital format. We add the most recently 
published ebooks to our current collections monthly and Connect will offer access to over 7,500 titles by the 
end of 2011.

Our collections are an economical and fl exible means of building your digital library – we have 89 collections 
to choose from, arranged by year and subject area. This offers you a low price per book for unlimited and 
perpetual access, with additional discounts available for volume purchases. A minimal annual access fee 
applies to the whole platform, though this is fully waived if you purchase any of our current collections. 
Palgrave Connect integrates easily with most library cataloguing options and users benefi t from updates to 
our functionality and ebook formats at no extra cost.

Academic librarians will appreciate the fl exibility and range of Palgrave’s mix-and-match 
subscription plans, while both students and scholars are sure to be impressed by the 
variety and comprehensiveness of the material.

– Kirkus Reviews 

Shared administration 
account with Nature 
and Palgrave Macmillan 
journals

Administration account 
to monitor your perpetual 
licenses. All content also 
stored in Portico.

Unlimited on-site 
and remote access 
via IP, Athens and 
Shibboleth

COUNTER compliant + 
additional institutional 
usage reports available 
to all subscribers



About Palgrave Connect
Functionality and key benefi ts for you and your library users

Palgrave Connect [...] refl ects the publisher’s excellent editorial oversight and 
professional publishing standards. The excellent interface, developed in conjunction with 
Nature Publishing Group, is smooth, well designed, and welcoming. The content is as 
good as it gets for scholarly minds and academic training. Highly recommended.

– Choice 

Personalization - name 
of subscribing institution 
displayed. Coming soon: 
your institution’s logo.

Citation export – details 
can be downloaded 
directly in RIS format or 
copied from the page

Simultaneous DRM-free 
downloads and printing. 
Coming soon: EPUB format for 
compatibility with e-readers.  

Integration with your catalogue - 
OCLC and free MARC21 records, 
federated search via Metalib and 
SUMMONS. Coming soon: SFX

NEW: Links to related 
titles to aid research

NEW: Share by email 
or by bookmarking 
in Connotea

Quick search on every page, 
plus MarkLogic enhanced 
advanced search. Search fi lter 
and export facility available. 

Lock icon indicates 
your access rights 
to each ebook title



NEW: Backlist Supplement Collections
Launched in 2010, Palgrave Connect’s 8 Backlist Supplement Collections offer access to 
over 1,050 scholarly ebooks not previously available as ebooks via Palgrave Connect and 
published by Palgrave Macmillan in print from 1997-2010.

NEW: 2011 Subject Collections
With content available from January 2011, the 2011 subject collections offer access to 
over 1,100 ebook titles across 11 subject areas. For the fi rst time the 2011 collections 
will be updated monthly with the most recently published content.

Collections Available

Most Accessed Ebooks

Palgrave Connect’s subject collections offer access to over 7,500 
scholarly ebooks published by Palgrave Macmillan in print from 
1997-2011. Featuring seminal and award-winning titles by many of 
the world’s foremost academic writers, the collections offer libraries 
electronic access to quality scholarship.

Business & 
Management 
Collections
11 collections available 
from 1999-2011
849 ebook titles

Economics & 
Finance Collections
11 collections available 
from 1999-2011
900 ebook titles

History Collections
11 collections available 
from 1999-2011
1041 ebook titles

Political & 
International 
Studies Collections
11 collections available 
from 1999-2011
1815 ebook titles

Language & 
Linguistics 
Collections
10 collections available 
from 1999-2011
259 ebook titles

Religion & 
Philosophy 
Collections
10 collections available 
from 1999-2011
346 ebook titles

Social & Cultural Studies Collections
8 collections available from 1999-2009
759 ebook titles

Education 
Collections
2 collections available 
from 2010-2011
79 ebook titles

Media & Culture 
Collections
2 collections available 
from 2010-2011
89 ebook titles

Social Sciences 
Collections
2 collections available 
from 2010-2011
212 ebook titles

Literature 
Collections
2 collections available 
from 2010-2011
296 ebook titles

Theatre 
Performance 
Collections
2 collections available 
from 2010-2011
49 ebook titles

Literature & Performing 
Arts Collections
7 collections available from 1999-2009
901 ebook titles



Expand your Digital Portfolio with 
Two Classic Reference Archives

The Dictionary of Economics Archive 
on Palgrave Connect

The Statesman’s Yearbook Archive 
on Palgrave Connect

‘This will be the standard reference work 
on economics until well into the next century.’ 

– The World Economy

In 1987, the four-volume New Palgrave Dictionary of 

Economics, edited by John Eatwell, Murray Milgate and Peter 

Newman, was published to international acclaim producing 

not only an unsurpassed work of reference on a grand scale, 

but also many individual classic essays of enduring importance. 

It has remained a standard work for economists in all spheres 

of the discipline and, 

as Palgrave described 

his original work, 

‘an almost unique 

example of economic 

cooperation’.

Fully re-typeset in 

clear, scroll-down text, 

the online archive 

includes the full text 

of the 1987 4-volume 

print edition and 

includes over 1,300 

subject entries.

Key articles include:

•  Hunting and Gathering Economies by Vernon L Smith 

•  Quantity Theory of Money by Milton Friedman 

•  Financial Markets by Nils H Hakansson 

•  Principal and Agent (ii) by Joseph E Stiglitz 

•  Continuity in Economic History by Donald N McCloskey 

•  Housework by Clair Brown and Amelia Preece 

•  Command Economy by Gregory Grossman

Perpetual access to The Dictionary of Economics Archive and/or The Statesman’s Yearbook Archive is 
available via Palgrave Connect. Access is also available via an annual subscription alongside the current 
content. Our Online Sales Teams can provide you with a quote for both options to enable you to select the 
appropriate option for your library.

‘In these times of tight budgets...any online 
resource has to be worth its salt but I am sure that 

the Statesman’s Yearbook archive is something that 
librarians should consider meriting subscription.’ 

– Reference Reviews

Throughout its history the much-acclaimed Statesman’s 

Yearbook has consistently published every year, including 

through two world wars, when paper was in short supply and 

the fl ow and collection of statistics was diffi cult. 

The Statesman’s Yearbook 

Archive from 1864-2004 

is now available online 

via Palgrave Connect. 

The archive presents 

a unique way to trace 

the constantly shifting 

landscape of culture, 

politics and economics 

across the globe.

The archive offers:

•  Snapshots: the Editor’s 
Prefaces give a sense of the state of the world at the time

•  Facts: compare information across years, decades, and centuries

•  History: the archive reveals how countries have evolved, merged and 
dissolved over time

•  Globality: trace how The Statesman’s Yearbook once very 
imperialistic in its focus, has developed a truly global outlook over 
the decades

•  Book history: the archive demonstrates changes in paper size and 
typography

•  Maps: dotted throughout the archive, maps illustrate key world 
events, and are a valuable aspect of the archive



How to ensure your library has access to 
online resources from Palgrave Connect

Step 1:   Visit www.palgraveconnect.com to browse 
collections available

Step 2:   Contact your local Palgrave Macmillan Online Sales 
Team to request a free online trial for your library

  Customers in the US and Canada:
onlinesales@palgrave-usa.com 
800 221 7945 ext. 5020

  Customers in Australia and New Zealand:
palgraveonline@macmillan.com.au 
+613 9825 1151

  Customers in UK, Europe and the rest of the world:
onlinesales@palgrave.com 
+44 (0)207 014 4225

Step 3:  Our Online Sales Team will provide you with more 
information and a quote for your site license access. 
Site license prices are based on your organization type 
and size. 

Step 4:   Our Library Marketing Team can help you promote 
Palgrave Connect ebooks and online resources in your 
library – see some of the downloadable marketing tools 
available at www.palgrave.com/librarians. 

www.palgraveconnect.com

Palgrave Content offers 
a very user-friendly 
environment and with 
viewer options it is easy 
to see the development 
potential. The online 
content itself is very easy 
to read. Considerable 
effort has been taken to 
explore the needs of users, 
librarians and authors.

– Nick Evans, ALPSP
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